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If you are an artist and would wish to picture this stories (draw, 
collage, shoot, whatever), please feel free to do it and e-mail me. 
But remember, this is just for fun and you will not be paid or 
anything, as I did writing. 
 
Warning - Adult material. Not recommended for minors 
 
This is a fiction story and all similarity with other works and 
characters is mere coincidence. 
 
 
 
 
 
In an isolated lab orbiting her planet, a bio-scientist works on a 
personal project. 
 
Rekhan-Srih-Gathr was a remarkable scientist on her planet, working on 
very important projects. She also was descendent of a greatest hunters 
clan and engaged to one of the greatest hunters. 
 
But her society considered her as a “grakeh”, what meant something 
like “fallen in disgrace”. 
The reason for this does not remain on her, but her “husband” was 
killed in a sport hunt on planet Earth and her older brother had same 
fate some years later, also on Earth. 
 
Her society considered both as “grakeh” to have assumed they were 
unable to accomplish a simple hunt with a so weak specie, as humans 
were considered to be. This was transferred to her. 
 
Of course she never accepted this once she new her beloved husband and 
her brother were two of the best hunters in the planet and if they 
were killed by humans, this specie should not be so weak. 
 
Rekhan-Srih-Gathr was determined to prove that her beloved ones were 
honorable, as she knew she also was. She was a female-predator and she  
worked very hard on this personal project of hers, that basically was 
capture a baby human, train him on her society fighting and hunting 
techniques and show everybody that a simple human actually can be as 
mortal as the best warriors of her specie. 
 
Her studies about human were ready and the scientist departed in a 
spaceship to Earth to capture a baby human. She knew exactly what kind 
of human she wanted. 
The spaceship assumed orbit as soon as arrived. In a small pod, she 
landed on an east European farm. 
 
Cloaked, she left the pod and moved to a small city. Previously 
studied, she reached a large house. It was the orphanage she had 
previously located and selected and she knew there were two young 
babies there. 
However, surprisingly, on that night there was only one young baby. A 
three-weeks-old girl. The boy was adopted days before. 
 



Initially Rekhan-Srih-Gathr became frustrated once she planned to take 
the boy; however, this unexpected situation could contribute to 
maximize her theory. What about to prove to her counterparts that a 
human female could be as mortal as a male predator? That’s it. She 
took the girl that was sleeping. Denisa was the name written on her 
little cradle and she was a very beautiful and healthy baby. 
 
Rekhan-Srih-Gathr personal project detailed studied human beings and 
she knew how to grow the girl up. A baby girl would never mind to the 
appearance difference if thought well. 
 
So it happened. The scientist grew the girl as a male predator in her 
home planet. The best instructors were her mentors and since early age 
she was being trained on all martial arts, hunting and fighting skill 
as well to manage all kinds of weapons. 
 
Several of Rekhan-Srih-Gathr’s friends and colleagues considered her 
mad now, but never interfered on her project. 
 
In spite of society looked to Denisa with arrogance and as she was an 
animal, she was very intelligent and learnt the languages and dialects 
and all tradition and society norms to live with not much problems. 
 
Denisa became a beautiful redhead young woman and all her heavy 
training gave her a fit body to make any fitness champion yield 
 
When Denisa was twenty, the great day arrived. Rekhan-Srih-Gathr took 
her to the Imperial Arena so she would be submitted to a series of 
tests in front of a selected audience. All the most remarkable 
scientists were there, as well the best warriors, the best hunters, 
members of the highest clans and the Emperor himself. 
 
If Denisa failed, Rekhan-Srih-Gathr would be in disgrace forever and 
definitely banned from her birth planet... 
 
 



 
 
 

(to be continued by someone...) 
 
 
 
 
 


